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Chocolate Confectionery in Taiwan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Retail volume sales stabilise after COVID-19 pandemic
The Hershey Co ramps up product development and marketing activity
Muji launches its first chocolate product in Taiwan

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Cross-category competition to intensify in the upcoming period
Unit-President aims to take premium chocolate to the next level
Further innovation in flavour and texture
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### Gum in Taiwan

#### KEY DATA FINDINGS

#### 2023 DEVELOPMENTS
- Gum sales make strong rebound in 2023
- Lotte Taiwan gains retail value share
- Wrigley’s Airwaves continues to maintain pole position

#### PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
- Limited growth in the short-term
- Growing bulk purchases with more indoor gum consumption occasions
- E-commerce opens up sales potential for niche brands
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### Sugar Confectionery in Taiwan

#### KEY DATA FINDINGS

#### 2023 DEVELOPMENTS
- Mint and medicated confectionery continues to recover in 2023
- Stronger growth for boiled sweets and lollipops
- Medicated confectionery becomes more fragmented

#### PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
- Pastilles, gummies, jellies and chews will make slower progress
- Manufacturers seize functional product opportunities
- Private label looks to gain foothold in sugar confectionery

#### Summary 2 - Other Sugar Confectionery by Product Type: 2023

#### CATEGORY DATA
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- Table 43 - LBN Brand Shares of Sugar Confectionery: % Value 2020-2023
- Table 44 - Distribution of Sugar Confectionery by Format: % Value 2018-2023
Ice Cream in Taiwan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Ice cream sales slowdown after strong year
Innovation in both flavour and texture
Digital sales on the rise in ice cream

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Multi-pack ice cream faces will benefit from new flavours
Taiwanese get a better taste for water ice cream
Supermarkets and hypermarkets respond to multi-pack trend
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Savoury Snacks in Taiwan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Savoury snacks witness sluggish volume growth in 2023
Recovery in meat snacks supported by gifting occasions
Vegetable chips continue to see rapid growth

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Private labels to expand its position
Ongoing innovation in texture and format
Strong cross-category competition from sweet snacks
Summary 3 - Other Savoury Snacks by Product Type: 2023
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Sweet Biscuits, Snack Bars and Fruit Snacks in Taiwan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Sweet biscuits shows strong growth due to sweet cravings
Snack bars witness stronger performance
Oreo uses new flavours and co-branding to drive sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Rising popularity of plain biscuits
Savoury snacks players shift into sweet biscuits
Innovation remains vital to this competitive category
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